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               ‘ Hope smiles from the threshold of the year to come,   

                whispering, ‘It will be happier.’ -Alfred Lord Tennyson   



                From the newsroom… 

 Every New Year provides us with a few moments to reflect quietly on our 

previous  months and on our many accomplishments. As the New Year begins, 

every little heart is filled with hopes and aspirations. Simple things make kids 

happy. This New Year let’s make our children happy by pouring our hearts out 

to them letting them know how much they are loved. 

We tend to take for granted the numerous treasures that life bestows us with. 

Let’s be happy and thankful for life’s simple blessings. 

 

This New Year may all be blessed with courage and confidence to spread our 

wings and turn each day into an adventure of learning and fun. 

 

Best wishes, 

Asha Ranjan 

 
 



From the Principal’s desk… 

           
Dear Parents, 

 

With 2017 declared as the ‘Year of Giving’ by the rulers of UAE, it is indeed a very positive 

way to start the New Year and also an excellent opportunity to integrate this lovely thought in 

our daily lives too. 

 

‘Giving’ – a cluster of 6 letters, but holding a world of meaning in them! The Nigerian saying 

‘It is the Heart that does the giving; the fingers only let go’ sums up the entire essence of giving 

and this is the very beautiful and essential thought that we are looking at inculcating in our 

children. Dear parents, it is very important that we work together to help them understand 

that giving is not extending what we have in excess or in giving what we don’t want for 

ourselves; but giving is sharing from what we have, even if it means that we may have to give 

up something very dear to us to light up a smile on others’ face. Apart from all the material 

giving, let us encourage them to give a hearty smile that could light thousands of smiles around 

them; to give a good thought that could generate loads of positivity around them; to share a 

good word that could make way for music in millions of hearts.    

Happy Giving!!!!!! 
With best regards, 

Rashmi Nagendra 



Newspaper campaign: Children contributing towards a cleaner 

greener earth. 

Recycling paper saves trees, water and  energy. The growing awareness of 

recycling among children has proven that small steps can lead to bigger changes. 

Children in Ambassador Kindergarten supported the recycling program with 

full zest and vigour. They made paper bags out of old newspapers and distributed 

them to the grocery stores nearby. They even promised to replenish stocks before 

they ran out of paper bags!  

 



Fun with newspaper… 
 

It was a wonderful way to start the New Year with a novel event at 

Ambassador Nursery. To raise awareness regarding the importance of 

recycling and reusing newspaper a fancy dress was held in the campus. 

Children brought newspapers from home for the entire week and then 

on the12th of January they came in different costumes made of 

newspaper. They were proud to walk around in their ‘new’ outfits. 



Fun with newspaper continues… 



Republic Day Celebrations 

The 68th Republic Day was celebrated in all its solemnity and splendor at AKG . It 

was a celebration of our sovereignty and democracy. A special assembly was held 

in the Piazza ,where the principal enlightened the children about the rich culture 

and diversity of India and urged them to be responsible citizens. Children made 

personalized flags and enjoyed waving them during the entire parade. 

  





Posh Paws Kennel and Cattery visited Ambassador Nursery on Tuesday 31st 

January. The little ones had a chance to feel and feed the animals. They were able to 

identify most of their four legged friends and enjoyed playing with them. 

Posh Paws Visit 





Group recitation : Kindergarteners participated in a group 

recitation event in the atelier. It was designed to appeal to the visual, 

auditory, tactile and kinesthetic learners. They demonstrated growth in 

the use of oral language and recited poems with poise and confidence.  



Children participating in Group Recitation 



Forthcoming mega event… 

 

Save the date : Annual concert on 25th February 2017 
 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

 

Best wishes, 

From the newsletter team  
 

 


